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you will need the latest version of the free powerdvd media player (1.0.3 build 6439)
to use the new enhanced dvd-video menus. after installation, simply open the dvd-

video menus and choose ulead photoimpact 10. if you do not have the latest version
of powerdvd, you can download it at www.ulead.com/products/powerdvd. beyond the
new features, photoimpact 10 is still the most complete and powerful tool for casual

and professional users alike. it offers a number of cutting-edge features such as a new
object extraction wizard and a powerful touch-up tool. for those who want to see the

new enhancements, you can see a demo of photoimpact 10 by going to the ulead
photoimpact 10 demo page. photoimpact 10 also has a number of other

improvements, including an enhanced lasso tool, which allows you to select a specific
area of an image and remove it. the lasso tool can be found on the home screen of

photoimpact and any other tool that has a paintbrush icon. along with the new lasso
tool, photoimpact 10 includes a number of other tools and enhancements. you can

use the new rectangular selection tool to easily edit any area of an image. for
example, you can use this tool to remove unwanted objects in an image or to crop an

image. other new tools include instant effects, which are similar to styles or easy
palettes in photoimpact, and the new object extraction wizard. the instant effects
feature allows you to quickly apply pre-set effects to a photo. in addition, the new

object extraction wizard lets you select an area of an image for extraction and easily
add the result to another photo.
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